EDITORIAL FOCUS + DEADLINE DATES

JANUARY
Closes: December 2, 2019
HVAC BUSINESS / CONTRACTOR TECHNOLOGIES, GREEN TECHNOLOGIES AND HEATING PRODUCTS
HVAC Software | Mobile Applications | Business Solutions, Scheduling and Estimating Software | Fleet Monitoring | HVAC Manuals | Residential and Commercial Heating Products and Equipment

FEBRUARY
Closes: January 3, 2020
REFRIGERANTS AND GREEN TECHNOLOGIES, HEATING PRODUCTS AND RESIDENTIAL DUCTLESS

MARCH
Closes: February 3, 2020
TOOLS AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
Leak Detection and Monitoring Equipment | Test Instruments, Gauges and Meters | Handheld and Industrial Trade Tools

APRIL
Closes: March 2, 2020
INDOOR AIR QUALITY, ZONING AND AIR DISTRIBUTION PRODUCTS
Air Cleaners/Purifiers and UV Equipment | Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers | Filters | Zoning Systems and Components | Fans and Blowers | Dampers, Louvers, Grilles and Diffusers | Ducting and Ducting Equipment

MAY
Closes: April 2, 2020
MOTORS AND DRIVES, COMPRESSORS AND CONTROLS
HVAC Motors, Drives and Components | Compressors and Maintenance Equipment | Actuators, Control Sensors and Valves, Thermostats | Variable Speed Drives

JUNE
Closes: May 1, 2020
RESIDENTIAL COOLING
Central Air Conditioners | Ductless Systems | Packaged Units | Air Handlers | Split Systems

JULY
Closes: June 2, 2020
COMMERCIAL COOLING
Large and Light Commercial Cooling Equipment | Cooling Towers | Chillers | Air Curtains | Spot Coolers

AUGUST
Closes: July 1, 2020
INDOOR AIR QUALITY, ZONING AND AIR DISTRIBUTION PRODUCTS
Air Cleaners/Purifiers and UV Equipment | Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers | Filters | Zoning Systems and Components | Fans and Blowers | Dampers, Louvers, Grilles and Diffusers | Ducting and Ducting Equipment

SEPTEMBER
Closes: August 3, 2020
PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING AND GEOTHERMAL PRODUCTS, INTRO TO HEATING PRODUCTS
High-End HVAC Equipment | Geothermal Systems | Smart Home Systems and Components | Intro to Residential and Commercial Heating Products and Equipment

OCTOBER
Closes: September 1, 2020
HEATING PRODUCTS
Residential and Commercial Heating Products and Equipment | Heat Pumps and Furnaces | Boilers and Water Heaters
Pre-Trade Show Issue

NOVEMBER
Closes: September 18, 2020
TRADE SHOW ISSUE- IHACI’s 41ST ANNUAL HVAC/R/SM AND PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING PRODUCT AND EQUIPMENT SHOW
Event Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020

DECEMBER
Closes: November 2, 2020
HEATING PRODUCTS, TOOLS, TEST INSTRUMENTS AND TRUCK/VAN REVIEW
Residential and Commercial Heating Products and Equipment | Heat Pumps and Furnaces | Boilers and Water Heaters | Leak Detection and Monitoring Products | Test Instruments, Gauges and Meters | Handheld and Industrial Trade Tools | Contractor Vehicles and Equipment
Post-Trade Show Issue
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